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A survey conducted by UKWA with Associate Member 
Bis Henderson has revealed that a lack of available 
warehousing space in the face of COVID-19 restrictions 
is reaching a critical point, with potential for zero 
capacity within weeks.

90% of the 100 respondents in the UKWA survey, which 
was designed to identify and quantify the current 
impacts of COVID-19 on the industry, confirmed that 
they were totally full, suggesting that the market has just 
10% pallet space availability.

According to UKWA CEO Peter Ward, this crisis has 
been driven by outbound flows from DCs of non-
essential goods grinding to a halt in the face of retail and 
manufacturing closures due to COVID-19 restrictions, 
while inbound flows continue to arrive at UK ports.
“With outbound flows severely reduced or stopped 
altogether as stores and factories are closed, inbound 
flows have become a mounting problem,” he says. 
“Inbound supply chains cannot simply be turned off. 

Orders placed and dispatched before the lock down will 
continue towards destination, arriving at ports, requiring 
receipt, handling, onward distribution and storage,” 
Peter explains.

The UKWA survey also explored a range of other issues, 
including the ratio of leased to owned warehouses, the 
dependency of warehouse operators on income from 
storage compared to income from value-added services, 
levels of inbound and outbound flows, financial impacts 
of COVID-19 restrictions such as cashflow, furloughing, 
staff shortages and reduced shift patterns.

Of those 100 companies responding, 30 are to form a 
Covid-19 Action Group and will continue to feedback 
information via further surveys to enable UKWA to 
continue to monitor and report on the status of the 
industry during the COVID-19 crisis. 

REQUEST COPY OF SURVEY RESULTS
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In response to the rising crisis in warehousing capacity, 
UKWA has set up a COVID-19 Emergency Space Register on 
the Association website, where all available space is being 
identified, collated and shared on a weekly basis.

“As retailers’ own DCs become full,  we expect them to turn to 
the third-party sector to provide annexed warehousing and, with 
current estimates of available storage capacity at around 1.2 million 
pallet spaces nationwide, UKWA predicts the UK marketplace has 
approximately 2 weeks of capacity unless ‘lockdown’ is eased or 
lifted,” UKWA CEO Peter Ward explains.

“UKWA has estimated an import volume through South/South East 
deep-sea ports of approximately 45,000 TEU per week for the 
foreseeable future. This weekly volume is likely to require storage of 
some 750,000 pallets each week until lockdown is eased and retail 
stores re-open. 

Although we expect numbers of fulfilled orders arriving in the UK 
to be dropping off by the end of May, over the coming month the 
search for additional space could become desperate,” he says.

UKWA members (and non-members) with available space 
opportunities are urged to contact the Association with details, 
which will be shared on the Emergency Space Register.

UKWA launches Emergency Space Register
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SEE SPACE REGISTERCONTACT US WITH DETAILS OF AVAILABLE SPACE
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 Off dock storage solution from UKWA

In the event that the current COVID-19 lockdown continues 
and UK  warehouses hit full capacity as predicted, UKWA 
has teamed up with respected logistics and supply chain 
advisor Bis Henderson Consulting to provide cargo owners 
with an off-dock solution for loaded container storage. 

“While we are advising cargo owners at this point to look first 
for available warehouse space, it is imperative that we are fully 
prepared and able to respond to a crisis situation where there 
is no more fully serviced space to be had,” UKWA CEO Peter 
Ward explains. “Accordingly, we are working with Bis Henderson 
to offer an off-dock solution for full container storage. Off-dock 
space will be identified and collated by UKWA and shared on its 
Emergency Space Register, while UKWA members will provide 
both the space and the 3PL service, operating under UKWA’s 
recognised Terms & Conditions .”

Peter continues, “Bis Henderson consultants will provide 
intelligent planning and management as part of the overall 
solution. This is a complex logistics operation, requiring 
visibility,  control and subsequently the coordinated and 
sequential retrieval of product. Some cargo may well have 
missed its season now and not be required for another twelve 
months, but most will need to be ready to move as soon as 
restrictions are lifted. Flexibility, agility and traceability along 
with secure storage, will be key.”

UKWA has appraised the government of the impending crisis 
in warehousing and is working with the DfT Freight Task Force 
on managing the surge of container traffic and supporting the 
sector in identifying solutions under current conditions.

CONTACT US FOR HELP
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UKWA COVID-19 HUB

VISIT UKWA COVID-19 INFO HUB

UKWA has set up a COVID-19 information hub on its website 
to share latest information and advice, including government 
guidelines and insights from specialist partners, including:

• Changes to Customs Procedures 
With the free flow of goods essential at this time, HMRC has 
introduced some easements to how goods are declared and 
changes to Customs authorisations. UKWA Special Advisor 
Barbara Scott of Customs Associates has shared the key 
points for members

• Managing remote workers
Many are now working from home in line with government 
advice, but how can businesses best manage and motivate 
remote staff? UKWA Associate Member HR Solutions advises 
that with the right practices, procedures and rules employees 
can remain engaged and productive whether in isolation or 
social distancing. See their top tips.

• How furlough impacts Bank Holidays and annual leave
Employers are having to make decisions about employees’ 
holidays, and in particular forthcoming Bank Holidays, without 
knowing how this may affect furlough periods and their right 
to claim a furlough grant. UKWA Associate Member Citation, 
has explored the current government guidance and outlined 
some potential options in a new free guide

• Social distancing in the workplace
Logistics businesses can continue to operate if they do so in 
accordance with the social distancing guidelines wherever 
possible. Members can access a detailed guide to warehouse 
social distancing, with practical ideas to support essential 
warehouse operations to maintain or recommence some level 
of activity whilst following Government guidance and WHO 
recommendations.
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With no clear end in sight to the COVID-19 restrictions, 
UKWA CEO Peter Ward has made a direct appeal to Rishi 
Sunak MP, Chancellor of The Exchequer and Minister 
Robert Jenrick MP for additional support for the sector, 
stating that a large section of the UK’s warehousing 
industry is in crisis.

He has requested that the government considers a Business 
Rates holiday for hard-hit SME warehouse operators, ideally 
back-dated to March, to help with the current cashflow crisis. 
This, he says, would help immensely, reducing overheads during 
a period when income is severely reduced and customers are 
slow or unable to pay their bills. 

“While those operating in the food and essential supplies space 
are busy, many more serve the ‘non-essential’ sectors such 
as clothing and non-FMCG goods. They remain operational, 
still receiving inbound goods, trying to find additional storage 
space, while being unable to furlough staff and facing a massive 
drop in income as outbound flows cease.” 

“It is important the government understands that warehouses 
thrive on providing value-added services, rather than on storage 
alone. Indeed, a survey of 100 of our members revealed that for 
70% of respondents, storage charges represented less than 50% 
of income. This means that simply receiving and holding goods 
has hit profitability hard.”

 “As the voice of the industry, the UKWA has responsibility 
to ensure the government recognises the plight of many of 
our members and the critical impact on recovery for the UK 
economy if these businesses fail,” he said.
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UKWA appoints new members  
to Management Board
The UK Warehousing Association (UKWA) has announced that Neil 
Bowker, Commercial Director of Bowker Group, one of the longest 
serving members of the Association, has accepted the role of Vice 
Chair on the UKWA Management Board. Neil will be supporting Nicola 
Ridges-Jones, Managing Director of MS Holdings, in her role as Chair 
of UKWA.

Two more members joining the UKWA Management Board are Ian 
Henderson, Group Property Director at Wincanton PLC and Gary 
Whittle, Commercial Director at Meacher’s Global Logistics.

Commenting on the new appointments, UKWA Chair Nicola Ridges-
Jones said, “I am delighted that Neil Bowker has agreed to take on the 
position of Vice Chair, he has been a proactive and valued member 
of the UKWA Management Board for some years and I look forward 
to his continued contribution in this new role. It is exciting too to 
welcome both Ian Henderson and Gary Whittle to the team – their 
considerable industry experience and expertise will undoubtedly 
prove a great asset as we navigate the industry through these 
challenging times. I look forward to working with them and I know 
that they will all bring energy and vision to the UKWA Board.”
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Times like these show us just how 
important access to healthcare 
is, which is why UKWA is proud 
to support Transaid in the fight 
against malaria in rural Zambia.

In the wake of the coronavirus 
pandemic, the MAM programme 
is adapting in order to tackle 
Covid-19. Firstly, Transaid supported 
the Zambian Ministry of Health by 
contributing to guidelines on the 

role of Community Health Workers 
in the context of Covid-19.
Also, as Community Health 
Volunteers (CHVs) are a key part 
of the MAM programme and 
crucial to Zambia’s health system, 
Transaid is bringing small groups 
of CHVs together (whilst observing 
social distancing rules), training 
them on the danger signs and 
protocols around Covid-19, as 
well as supporting them and their 

communities in establishing hand 
washing stations and food banks. 
Florence Bearman, Head of 
Fundraising at Transaid, explains, 
“Given the success of MAM, CHVs 
are well placed to disseminate key 
health messages in their community. 
Therefore, we will be sharing key 
messages with nearly 2,000 CHVs, 
who will in turn spread awareness 
to a population of over 200,000 
people. A huge thank you to all 

UKWA members who are helping us 
to be able to rise to this challenge!” 

For some positive news in these 
difficult times, you can read a first-
hand account from Transaid CHV 
Anshal, whose training and access 
to a bicycle ambulance helped save 
his son from malaria.
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Supporting Transaid’s fight against malaria

READ MORE HERE
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